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This paper deals with compound nonlinear congruential methods for generating
uniform pseudorandom numbers. The average equidistribution and statistical inde-
pendence behavior of the generated sequences over arbitrary parts of the period
is studied, based on the average value of the discrepancy of certain point sets.
General upper bounds for these average values are established, which depend on
the number of points on certain hyperplanes over finite fields. These bounds are
applied to the compound explicit inversive congruential method, which has been
introduced recently.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear methods of generating uniform pseudorandom numbers in the
interval [0, 1) have been studied intensively during the last 10 years. The
development of this attractive field of research is described in the survey
articles [2, 3, 9, 15, 16, 19, 20, 22] and in the excellent monograph of
Niederreiter [18]. Recently, compound versions of these methods, which
show several computational advantages, have been introduced and analyzed
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[5–8, 10–13]. It turned out that, over the full period and over large parts of
the period, the generated sequences of compound pseudorandom numbers
have nice equidistribution and statistical independence properties. The
present paper deals with the average behavior of these pseudorandom
numbers over arbitrary parts of the period. The following general com-
pound approach is studied.
Let p1, . . . , pr be arbitrary distinct primes. For 1 # i # r, identify the
set Zpi 5 h0, 1, . . . , pi 2 1j with the finite field of order pi, and let
Z*pi 5 Zpi \ h0j be its multiplicative group. Let (z
(i)
n )n$0 be a sequence of
elements of Zspi, which is purely periodic with period length pi. For a
parameter ci [ Z*pi, let (x
(i)
n )n$0 with
x(i)n ; ciz(i)n /pi (mod 1), n $ 0,
be the corresponding stream of s-dimensional vectors of (ordinary) pseudo-
random numbers in the interval [0, 1). A sequence (xn)n$0 of s-dimensional
vectors of compound pseudorandom numbers in the interval [0, 1) is de-
fined by
xn ; x(1)n 1 ? ? ? 1 x(r)n (mod 1), n $ 0.
Since the primes p1, . . . , pr are distinct, it follows by standard arguments
that the sequence (xn)n$0 is purely periodic with period length m 5 p1 ? ? ?
pr. It should be observed that in the compound approach a very large
period length m and an excellent discretization 1/m can be obtained, al-
though exact integer computations have to be performed only in the finite
fields Zp1, . . . , Zpr. Additionally, compound methods are particularly
suitable for parallelized computations, since the underlying sequences
(x(i)n )n$0 can be computed by parallel processors.
Equidistribution and statistical independence properties of uniform pseu-
dorandom numbers, which are very important for their usability in stochas-
tic simulations, can be analyzed based on the discrepancy of certain point
sets in [0, 1)s. For N arbitrary points t0, t1, . . . , tN21 [ [0, 1)s, the discrep-
ancy is defined by
DN(t0, t1, . . . , tN21) 5 sup
J
uFN(J) 2 V(J)u,
where the supremum is extended over all subintervals J of [0, 1)s, FN(J) is
N21 times the number of points among t0, t1, . . . , tN21 falling into J, and
V(J) denotes the s-dimensional volume of J.
In the following, the s-dimensional vectors x0, x1, . . . , xm21 of compound
pseudorandom numbers are considered and the abbreviation
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D(s)N;c1,...,cr 5 DN(x0, x1, . . . , xN21)
is used for 1 # N # m. In the third section, upper bounds for the average
value of the discrepancy D(s)N;c1,...,cr over the parameters c1, . . . , cr are
established. These bounds only depend on the number of points among
z(i)0 , z
(i)
1 , . . . , z(i)pi21 falling into certain hyperplanes over the finite field
Zpi. In the fourth section, these general results are applied to the compound
explicit inversive congruential method. The second section contains neces-
sary auxiliary results.
2. AUXILIARY RESULTS
First, some further notation is necessary. For integers k $ 1 and q $ 2,
let Ck(q) be the set of all nonzero lattice points (h1, . . . , hk) [ Zk with
2q/2 , hj # q/2 for 1 # j # k. Define
r(h, q) 5 Hq sin(fuhu/q) for h [ C1(q),
1 for h 5 0,
and
r(h, q) 5 p
k
j51
r(hj, q)
for h 5 (h1, . . . , hk) [ Ck(q). For real t, the abbreviation e(t) 5 e2fit is
used, and u ? v stands for the standard inner product of u, v [ Rk. Subse-
quently, three known results are stated, which follow from [18, Theorem
3.10, Corollary 3.17] and [8, Lemma 3], respectively.
LEMMA 1. Let N $ 1 and q $ 2 be integers. Let tn 5 yn/q [ [0, 1)k
with yn [ h0, 1, . . . , q 2 1jk for 0 # n , N. Then the discrepancy of the
points t0, t1, . . . , tN21 satisfies
DN(t0, t1, . . . , tN21) #
k
q
1
1
N Oh[Ck(q)
1
r(h, q) UON21n50 e(h ? tn)U.
LEMMA 2. The discrepancy of N arbitrary points t0, t1, . . . , tN21 [
[0, 1)k satisfies
DN(t0, t1, . . . , tN21) $
f
2N((f 1 1), 2 1) p
k
j51
max(1, uhju)
UON21
n50
e(h ? tn)U
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for any nonzero lattice point h 5 (h1, . . . , hk) [ Zk, where , denotes the
number of nonzero coordinates of h.
LEMMA 3. Let q $ 2 be an integer. Then
O
h[Ck(q)
h;0(modd)
1
r(h, q)
,
1
d S2f log q 1 75Dk
for any divisor d of q with 1 # d , q.
The following quantities play a crucial role for the analysis of the average
discrepancy. For 1 # i # r and h [ Zs with h ò 0 (mod pi), define
Ai(h) 5
1
pi
O
h0[Zp
i
(#h0 # n , pi u h ? z(i)n ; h0 (mod pi)j)2
and
Bi(h) 5 max
h0[Zp
i
#h0 # n , pi u h ? z(i)n ; h0 (mod pi)j;
i.e., for fixed h 5 (h1, . . . , hs), the quantity Ai(h) is the average value
(in the mean-square sense) of the number of points z(i)0 , z
(i)
1 , . . . , z
(i)
pi21
lying on one of the parallel hyperplanes
H 5 h(z1, . . . , zs) [ Zspi u h1z1 1 ? ? ? 1 hszs ; h0 (mod pi)j, h0 [ Zpi,
and any of the hyperplanes H contains at most Bi(h) of these points. It
should be observed that
1 # Ai(h) # Bi(h) # pi,
since any point lies on exactly one hyperplane.
LEMMA 4. Let 1 # N # m, h [ Cs(m), and J 5 h1 # i # r u h ; 0 (mod
pi)j. Then
O
(c1,...,cr)[Z
*
p1
3???3Z*p
r
UON21
n50
e SOr
i51
ci(h ? z(i)n )/piDU2 # Nm p
i[J
pi p
r
i51
i[yJ
Bi(h).
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Proof. Straightforward calculations show that
O
(c1,...,cr)[Z
*
p1
3???3Z*p
r
UON21
n50
e SOr
i51
ci(h ? z
(i)
n )/piDU2
# O
(c1,...,cr)[Zp1
3???3Zp
r
UON21
n50
e SOr
i51
ci(h ? z
(i)
n )/piDU2
5 O
(c1,...,cr)[Zp1
3???3Zp
r
ON21
k,n50
e SOr
i51
ci(h ? z
(i)
n 2 h ? z(i)k )/piD
5 ON21
k,n50
O
(c1,...,cr)[Zp1
3???3Zp
r
p
r
i51
e sci(h ? z(i)n 2 h ? z(i)k )/pid
5 ON21
k,n50
p
r
i51
O
c[Zp
i
esc(h ? z(i)n 2 h ? z(i)k )/pid
5 m ON21
k50
#h0 # n , N u h ? z(i)n ; h ? z(i)k (mod pi), 1 # i # rj
# m ON21
k50
#h0 # n , m u h ? z(i)n ; h ? z(i)k (mod pi), 1 # i # rj
5 m ON21
k50
p
r
i51
#h0 # n , pi u h ? z(i)n ; h ? z(i)k (mod pi)j,
where in the last step the periodicity properties of the sequences (z(i)n )n$0
and the Chinese Remainder Theorem were used. Hence, it follows that
O
(c1,...,cr)[Z
*
p1
3???3Z*p
r
UON21
n50
e SOr
i51
ci(h ? z(i)n )/piDU2 # Nm p
i[J
pi p
r
i51
i[yJ
Bi(h),
which is the desired result. n
LEMMA 5. Let h [ Cs(m) and J 5 h1 # i # r u h ; 0 (mod pi)j. Then
O
(c1,...,cr)[Z
*
p1
3???3Z*p
r
UOm21
n50
e SOr
i51
ci(h ? z(i)n )/piDU2 5 m2 p
i[J
(pi 2 1) p
r
i51
i[yJ
(Ai(h) 2 1).
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Proof. First, the Chinese Remainder Theorem and the periodicity prop-
erties of the sequences (z(i)n )n$0 imply that
Om21
n50
e SOr
i51
ci(h ? z(i)n )/piD5 Om21
n50
p
r
i51
e (ci(h ? z(i)n )/pi) 5 p
r
i51
Opi21
n50
e (ci(h ? z(i)n )/pi)
for all (c1, . . . , cr) [ Z*p1 3 ? ? ? 3 Z*pr. Hence, a short calculation
shows that
O
(c1,...,cr)[Z
*
p1
3???3Z*p
r
UOm21
n50
e SOr
i51
ci(h ? z(i)n )/piDU2 5 pr
i51
O
c[Z*p
i
UOpi21
n50
e (c(h ? z(i)n )/pi)U2
5 p
r
i51
S Opi21
k,n50
O
c[Zp
i
e(c(h ? z(i)n 2 h ? z
(i)
k )/pi) 2 p2i D
5 m2 p
r
i51
S1pi #h(k, n) [ Z2pi u h ? z(i)n ; h ? z(i)k (mod pi)j 2 1D
5 m2 p
i[J
(pi 2 1) p
r
i51
i[y J
(Ai(h) 2 1),
which is the desired result. n
3. DISCREPANCY BOUNDS
In Theorems 1 and 2, upper bounds for the average value of the discrep-
ancy of s-dimensional vectors in the compound method both over the full
period (N 5 m) and over parts of the period (N , m) are established,
which only depend on the quantities Bi(h) defined above. In the full period
case (N 5 m), these bounds are improved quite a bit in Theorems 3 and
4 by using the quantities Ai(h) instead of Bi(h). Finally, lower bounds for
the discrepancy over the full period (N 5 m) are given in Theorems 5 and
6, which also depend on the quantities Ai(h). In particular, Theorem 6
shows that there exist sequences of s-dimensional vectors in the compound
method with a discrepancy over the full period which is relatively large
compared with the upper bound for the corresponding average value in
Theorem 4. In this sense, the result of Theorem 4 is essentially best possible.
In the following, let mJ 5 P i[Jpi for subsets J of h1, . . . , rj.
THEOREM 1. Let 1 # N # m. Then the average value of the discrepancy
D(s)N;c1,...,cr of s-dimensional vectors in the compound method over the parame-
ters (c1, . . . , cr) [ Z*p1 3 ? ? ? 3 Z*pr satisfies
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1
P ri51 ( pi 2 1)
O
(c1,...,cr)[Z
*
p1
3???3Z*p
r
D(s)N;c1,...,cr
#
s
m
1
1
ÏN p
r
i51
! pipi 2 1 OJ,h1,...,rj
#J,r
ÏmJ O
h[Cs(m)
h;0(mod pi),i[J
h;y 0(mod pi),i[y J
1
r(h, m) p
r
i51
i[y J
ÏBi(h).
Proof. First, Lemma 1 is applied with k 5 s, q 5 m, and tn 5 xn for
0 # n , N. This yields
D(s)N;c1,...,cr #
s
m
1
1
N Oh[Cs(m)
1
r(h, m) UON21n50 e(h ? xn)U
5
s
m
1
1
N Oh[Cs(m)
1
r(h, m) UON21n50 e SO
r
i51
ci(h ? z(i)n )/piDU
for any (c1, . . . , cr) [ Z*p1 3 ? ? ? 3 Z*pr. Therefore, the average value
of the discrepancy D(s)N;c1,...,cr over (c1, . . . , cr) [ Z*p1 3 ? ? ? 3 Z*pr satisfies
1
P ri51 ( pi 2 1)
O
(c1,...,cr)[Z
*
p1
3???3Z*p
r
D(s)N;c1,...,cr #
s
m
1
1
N Oh[Cs(m)
1
r(h, m)
3 S 1
P ri51 ( pi 2 1)
O
(c1,...,cr)[Z
*
p1
3???3Z*p
r
UON21
n50
e SOr
i51
ci(h ? z(i)n )/piDUD
#
s
m
1
1
N Oh[Cs(m)
1
r(h, m)
3 ! 1P ri51 ( pi 2 1) O(c1,...,cr)[Z*p13???3Z*pr UO
N21
n50
e SOr
i51
ci(h ? z(i)n )/piDU2
5
s
m
1
1
N OJ,h1,...,rj
#J,r
O
h[Cs(m)
h;0(mod pi),i[J
h;y 0(mod pi),iÓJ
1
r(h, m)
3 ! 1P ri51 ( pi 2 1) O(c1,...,cr)[Z*p13???3Z*pr UO
N21
n50
e SOr
i51
ci(h ? z(i)n )/piDU2,
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where the penultimate step follows from the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality.
Now, Lemma 4 can be used in order to obtain
1
P ri51 ( pi 2 1)
O
(c1,...,cr)[Z
*
p1
3???3Z*p
r
D(s)N;c1,...,cr
#
s
m
1
1
N OJ,h1,...,rj
#J,r
O
h[Cs(m)
h;0(mod pi),i[J
h;y 0(mod pi),i[y J
1
r(h, m) ! NmP ri51 ( pi 2 1) pi[J pi p
r
i51
i[y J
Bi(h)
5
s
m
1
1
ÏN p
r
i51
! pipi 2 1 OJ,h1,...,rj
#J,r
ÏmJ O
h[Cs(m)
h;0(mod pi),i[J
h;y 0(mod pi),i[y J
1
r(h, m) p
r
i51
i[y J
ÏBi(h),
which is the desired result. n
THEOREM 2. Let 1 # N # m and Bi 5 maxhBi(h) u h [ Zs, h ;y 0 (mod
pi)j for 1 # i # r. Then the average value of the discrepancy D(s)N;c1,...,cr of s-
dimensional vectors in the compound method over the parameters (c1, . . . ,
cr) [ Z*p1 3 ? ? ? 3 Z*pr satisfies
1
P ri51 ( pi 2 1)
O
(c1,...,cr)[Z
*
p1
3???3Z*p
r
D(s)N;c1,...,cr ,
1
ÏN p
r
i51
ÏpiBi 1 1
Ïpi 2 1
S2f log m 1 75Ds.
Proof. First, Theorem 1 implies that
1
P ri51 ( pi 2 1)
O
(c1,...,cr)[Z
*
p1
3???3Z*p
r
D(s)N;c1,...,cr
#
s
m
1
1
ÏN p
r
i51
! pipi 2 1 OJ,h1,...,rj
#J,r
ÏmJ O
h[Cs(m)
h;0(mod pi),i[J
h;y 0(mod pi),i[y J
1
r(h, m) p
r
i51
i[y J
ÏBi
#
s
m
1
1
ÏN p
r
i51
! pipi 2 1 OJ,h1,...,rj
#J,r
ÏmJ O
h[Cs(m)
h;1(mod mJ)
1
r(h, m) p
r
i51
i[y J
ÏBi.
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Hence, it follows from Lemma 3 that
1
P ri51 ( pi 2 1)
O
(c1,...,cr)[Z
*
p1
3???3Z*p
r
D(s)N;c1,...,cr
,
s
m
1
1
ÏN p
r
i51
! pipi 2 1 OJ,h1,...,rj
#J,r
1
ÏmJ
S2f log m 1 75Ds p
r
i51
i[y J
ÏBi
,
1
ÏN p
r
i51
! pipi 2 1 OJ,h1,...,rj pi[J
1
Ïpi
p
r
i51
i[y J
ÏBi S2f log m 1 75Ds
5
1
ÏN p
r
i51
! pipi 2 1 p
r
i51
S 1
Ïpi
1 ÏBiD S2f log m 1 75Ds
5
1
ÏN p
r
i51
ÏpiBi 1 1
Ïpi 2 1
S2f log m 1 75Ds,
which is the desired result. n
Remark. The general upper bounds for the average value of the discrep-
ancy D(s)N;c1,...,cr in Theorems 1 and 2, both over parts of the period (N ,
m) and over the full period (N 5 m), cannot be best possible in all cases,
which can be seen from the last step in the proof of the underlying Lemma
4, where the quantity #h0 # n , pi u h ? z(i)n ; h ? z(i)k (mod pi)j is estimated
by Bi(h). In the full period case (N 5 m), another method of proof can
be used, which allows to establish the following improved upper bounds
depending on the quantities Ai(h) instead of Bi(h). These quantities also
occur in the corresponding lower bounds for the discrepancy D(s)m;c1,...,cr in
Theorems 5 and 6.
THEOREM 3. The average value of the discrepancy D(s)m;c1,...,cr of s-dimen-
sional vectors in the compound method over the parameters (c1, . . . , cr)
[ Z*p1 3 ? ? ? 3 Z*pr satisfies
1
P ri51 ( pi 2 1)
O
(c1,...,cr)[Z
*
p1
3???3Z*p
r
D(s)m;c1,...,cr #
s
m
1
1
Ïm p
r
i51
! pipi 2 1
3 O
J,h1,...,rj
#J,r
p
i[J
Ïpi 2 1 O
h[Cs(m)
h;0(mod pi),i[J
h;y 0(mod pi),i[y J
1
r(h, m) p
r
i51
i[y J
ÏAi(h) 2 1.
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Proof. First, it follows as in the proof of Theorem 1 (with N 5 m) that
1
P ri51 ( pi 2 1)
O
(c1,...,cr)[Z
*
p1
3???3Z*p
r
D(s)m;c1,...,cr
#
s
m
1
1
m OJ,h1,...,rj
#J,r
O
h[Cs(m)
h;0(mod pi),i[J
h;y 0(mod pi),i[y J
1
r(h, m)
3 ! 1pri51 ( pi 2 1) O(c1,...,cr)[Z*p13???3Z*pr UO
m21
n50
e SOr
i51
ci(h ? z(i)n )/piDU2.
Now, Lemma 5 is used instead of Lemma 4. This yields
1
p
r
i51
( pi 2 1)
O
(c1,...,cr)[Z
*
p1
3???3Z*p
r
D(s)m;c1,...,cr #
s
m
1
1
Ïm p
r
i51
! pipi 2 1
3 O
J,h1,...,rj
#J,r
p
i[J
Ïpi 2 1 O
h[Cs(m)
h;0(mod pi),i[J
h;y 0(mod pi),i[y J
1
r(h, m) p
r
i51
i[y J
ÏAi(h) 2 1,
which is the desired result. n
THEOREM 4. Let Ai 5 maxhAi(h) u h [ Zs, h ;y 0 (mod pi)j for 1 #
i # r. Then the average value of the discrepancy D(s)m;c1,...,cr of s-dimen-
sional vectors in the compound method over the parameters (c1, . . . ,
cr) [ Z*p1 3 ? ? ? 3 Z*pr satisfies
1
p
r
i51
( pi 2 1)
O
(c1,...,cr)[Z
*
p1
3???3Z*p
r
D(s)m;c1,...,cr
,
1
Ïm p
r
i51
S!pi(Ai 2 1)pi 2 1 1 1ÏpiD S2f log m 1 75D
s
.
Proof. The desired estimate follows from Theorem 3 by the same argu-
ments as in the proof of Theorem 2. n
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THEOREM 5. Let h 5 (h1, . . . , hs) [ Zs with h ;y 0 (mod pi) for 1 #
i # r. Then there exist parameters (c1, . . . , cr) [ Z*p1 3 ? ? ? 3 Z*pr such
that the discrepancy D(s)m;c1,...,cr of s-dimensional vectors in the compound
method satisfies
D(s)m;c1,...,cr $
f
2((f 1 1), 2 1) P sj51 max(1, uhju)
m21/2 p
r
i51
!pi(Ai(h) 2 1)pi 2 1 ,
where , denotes the number of nonzero coordinates of h.
Proof. First, Lemma 2 is applied with N 5 m, k 5 s, and tn 5 xn for
0 # n , m. This yields
D(s)m;c1,...,cr $
f
2m((f 1 1), 2 1) P sj51 max(1, uhju)
UOm21
n50
e(h ? xn)U
5
f
2m((f 1 1), 2 1) P sj51 max(1, uhju)
UOm21
n50
e SOr
i51
ci(h ? z(i)n )/piDU
for any (c1, . . . , cr) [ Z*p1 3 ? ? ? 3 Z*pr. Now, Lemma 5 (with J 5 B)
implies that there exist parameters (c1, . . . , cr) [ Z*p1 3 ? ? ? 3 Z*pr with
UOm21
n50
e SOr
i51
ci(h ? z(i)n )/piDU2 $ m pr
i51
pi(Ai(h) 2 1)
pi 2 1
,
which yields the desired result. n
THEOREM 6. Let E1, . . . , Er be arbitrary integers with 2 # Ei , pi for
1 # i # r. Then there exist parameters (c1, . . . , cr) [ Z*p1 3 ? ? ? 3 Z*pr
and purely periodic sequences (z(i)n )n$0 of elements of Zspi with period length
pi and Ai(h) # Bi(h) # sEi for all h [ Zs with h ;y 0 (mod pi) and 1 #
i # r such that the discrepancy D(s)m;c1,...,cr of the corresponding s-dimensional
vectors in the compound method satisfies
D(s)m;c1,...,cr $
1
2Ï2r
m21/2 p
r
i51
ÏEi.
Proof. First, for 1 # i # r and 0 # n , pi, let z(i)n 5 (z
(i)
n1 , . . . , z(i)ns ) [
Zspi be defined by
z(i)nj ; (n/Ei 1 j 2 1)s (mod pi), 1 # j # s,
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where x means the greatest integer less than or equal to x. Now, for
1 # i # r, a sequence (z(i)n )n$0 of elements of Zspi with period length pi
can be obtained by pi-periodic continuation.
(i) Let 1 # i # r and h 5 (h1, . . . , hs) [ Zs with h ;y 0 (mod pi)
be fixed. Then
h ? z(i)n ; g(n/Ei) (mod pi), 0 # n , pi,
where the polynomial g : Zpi R Zpi is given by
g(x) ; h1xs 1 ? ? ? 1 hs(x 1 s 2 1)s (mod pi).
First, suppose that s , pi. Then straightforward arguments (e.g., the corre-
sponding Vandermonde determinant is different from zero) show that
1 # deg(g) # s. Hence, for any h0 [ Zpi, the equation g(x) 5 h0 has at
most s different solutions, which implies that
#h0 # n , pi u h ? z(i)n ; h0 (mod pi)j # sEi
and therefore Ai(h) # Bi(h) # sEi. On the other hand, if s $ pi, then the
last estimate is trivial, since Ai(h) # Bi(h) # pi is always satisfied.
(ii) Now, let 1 # i # r and h 5 (1, 0, . . . , 0) [ Zs be fixed. Since
h ? z(i)n ; (n/Ei)s (mod pi), 0 # n , pi,
it follows that
Ai(h) $
1
pi
(pi/Ei E2i 1 (pi 2 pi/Ei  Ei)2)
5 Ei 2
1
pi
(pi 2 pi/Ei Ei) ((pi/Ei 1 1) Ei 2 pi)
$ Ei 2
E2i
4pi
5
pi 2 1
2pi
Ei 1
Ei(2pi 1 2 2 Ei)
4pi
$
pi 2 1
2pi
Ei 1 1.
Finally, Theorem 5 is applied with h 5 (1, 0, . . . , 0) [ Zs (and , 5 1).
This yields
D(s)m;c1,...,cr $
1
2
m21/2 p
r
i51
!pi(Ai(h) 2 1)pi 2 1 $
1
2Ï2r
m21/2 p
r
i51
ÏEi
for some parameters (c1, . . . , cr) [ Z*p1 3 ? ? ? 3 Z*pr. n
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Remark. The log-terms in the asymptotic behavior of the upper bounds
can probably be improved if a general version of the Erdo¨s–Tura´n–Koksma
inequality is used instead of Lemma 1, but one has to pay the price of
strongly increased absolute constants.
4. APPLICATION
The explicit inversive congruential method (with prime modulus) has
been introduced in [4]. The compound version of this method is studied
in [5, 8]. The following more general parallelized form of the explicit
inversive congruential method is due to Niederreiter [17, 21].
For 1 # i # r, let ai1, . . . , ais [ Z*pi and bi1, . . . , bis [ Zpi be arbitrary
fixed parameters. Let z(i)nj [ Zpi be defined by
z(i)nj ; (aijn 1 bij)21 (mod pi), n $ 0, 1 # j # s,
where z21 denotes the multiplicative inverse of z [ Z*pi and 0
21 5 0. It is
obvious that the sequence (z(i)n )n$0 of elements of Zspi given by
z(i)n 5 (z
(i)
n1 , . . . , z(i)ns ), n $ 0,
is purely periodic with period length pi. Now, in the compound approach,
the corresponding stream of s-dimensional vectors of (ordinary) explicit
inversive congruential pseudorandom numbers is defined by
x(i)n ; ciz(i)n /pi (mod 1), n $ 0,
where ci [ Z*pi is an additional parameter.
THEOREM 7. Let 1 # s # minhp1, . . . , prj and 1 # N # m. For 1 #
i # r, let a21i1 bi1, . . . , a21is bis [ Zpi be distinct elements. Then the average
value of the discrepancy D(s)N;c1,...,cr of s-dimensional vectors in the compound
explicit inversive congruential method over the parameters (c1, . . . , cr) [
Z*p1 3 ? ? ? 3 Z*pr satisfies
1
P ri51 (pi 2 1)
O
(c1,...,cr)[Z
*
p1
3???3Z*p
r
D(s)N;c1,...,cr ,
1
ÏN p
r
i51
Ï2spi 1 1
Ïpi 2 1
S2f log m 1 75Ds.
Proof. For 1 # i # r, it follows from [17, Theorem 1; 21, Theorem 1] that
#h0 # n , pi u h ? z(i)n ; h0 (mod pi)j # 2s
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for any h0 [ Zpi and h [ Z
s with h ò 0 (mod pi). Hence, Theorem 2 can
be applied with Bi # 2s, which yields the desired result. n
THEOREM 8. Let s $ 2. For 1 # i # r, let ai1 5 ai2 and bi1 ? bi2 be fixed
parameters. Then there exist (c1, . . . , cr) [ Z*p1 3 ? ? ? 3 Z*pr such that
the discrepancy D(s)m;c1,...,cr of s-dimensional vectors in the compound explicit
inversive congruential method satisfies
D(s)m;c1,...,cr $
1
2(f 1 2)
m21/2
for all parameters ai3, . . . , ais [ Z*pi and bi3, . . . , bis [ Zpi with 1 # i # r.
Proof. First, Theorem 5 is used with h 5 (1, 21, 0, . . . , 0) [ Zs. This
implies that there exist (c1, . . . , cr) [ Z*p1 3 ? ? ? 3 Z*pr with
D(s)m;c1,...,cr $
1
2(f 1 2)
m21/2 p
r
i51
!pi(Ai(h) 2 1)pi 2 1 .
Since h ? z(i)n ; (ai1n 1 bi1)21 2 (ai1n 1 bi2)21 (mod pi), it follows that
Ai(h) 5
1
pi
O
h0[Z
*
p
i
(#hx [ Zpi u (x 1 bi1)
21 2 (x 1 bi2)21 ; h0 (mod pi)j)2.
Observe that Ai(h) 5 2 for pi 5 2, and assume from now on that pi $ 3. Then,
x ; 2bi1 (mod pi) and x ; 2bi2 (mod pi) belong to h0 ; (bi1 2 bi2)21 (mod
pi), and all other values of x [ Zpi belong to a given h0 [ Z*pi if and only if
(2x 1 bi1 1 bi2)2 ; (bi2 2 bi1) (bi2 2 bi1 1 4h210 ) (mod pi).
Hence, x ; 2221(bi1 1 bi2) (mod pi) belongs to h0 ; 4(bi1 2 bi2)21 (mod pi).
Moreover, if (bi2 2 bi1) (bi2 2 bi1 1 4h210 ) is a quadratic residue modulo pi
for some other value of h0 [ Z*pi, then there exist at least two different values
of x [ Zpi, which belong to this value of h0. Therefore, the least possible value
of Ai(h) corresponds to the case that there exist exactly
(pi 2 1)/2 different values of h0 [ Z*pi with exactly two different values
of x [ Zpi belonging to each of them (and one remaining value of x [
Zpi, namely x ; 22
21(bi1 1 bi2) (mod pi), belonging to another value of
h0 [ Z*pi). This implies that
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Ai(h) $
1
pi
S4(pi 2 1)2 1 1D5 2 2 1pi,
which completes the proof. n
It should be observed that the upper bound in Theorem 7 is independent
of the specific choice of the parameters in the compound explicit inversive
congruential method. It applies for the full period (N 5 m) as well as for parts
of the period (N , m), for equidistribution properties (s 5 1) as well as for
statistical independence properties (s$ 2),andfor theordinary explicit inver-
sive congruential method (r 5 1) as well as for the compound approach (r $
2). For a fixed number r of prime factors of m, Theorem 7 shows that the
discrepancy D(s)N;c1,...,cr, on the average over the parameters c1, . . . , cr, has
an order of magnitude at most N21/2(log m)s. This order of magnitude fits
well the probabilistic law of the iterated logarithm [1, 14] for the discrepancy
of N true random points from [0, 1)s, which is almost always of the order of
magnitude N21/2(log log N)1/2.
On the other hand, for dimensions s $ 2, Theorem 8 shows that there exist
parameters in the compound explicit inversive congruential method leading
to a discrepancy D(s)m;c1,...,cr over the full period (N 5 m) of an order of magni-
tude at least m21/2.
Theorem 2 can also be applied to the (recursive) compound inversive con-
gruential method and to the (general) compound nonlinear congruential
method, which yields slightly improved versions of results in [10, 12], respec-
tively.
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